Organization of the macronuclear gene-sized pieces of stichotrichous ciliates into a higher order structure via telomere-matrix interactions.
Macronuclear DNA of stichotrichous ciliates occurs in small 'gene-sized' molecules with sizes of about 0.5 to 40 kb. Each of these molecules is terminated by telomeric sequences of defined length. A single macronucleus contains up to 10(8) DNA molecules; due to the high concentration of telomeric sequences in this nucleus it is an attractive model to study telomere behaviour. We recently provided evidence that macronuclear telomeres are attached to the nuclear matrix and that this interaction is mediated by the telomere binding protein (TeBP). Using various experimental approaches, we now demonstrate that telomeres as well as both subunits of the telomere binding protein are associated with the nuclear matrix. However, there is no direct binding of telomeric DNA to the matrix but telomere matrix interaction is exclusively mediated by the TeBP. In addition, we show that telomeric sequences adopt in vivo the antiparallel G-quartet structure when bound to the nuclear matrix. These data not only allow us to propose a model for macronuclear architecture but may also be relevant for further analysis of telomere-matrix interactions in higher eukaryotes.